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Dry granular flows down an inclined channel: Experimental investigations
on the frictional-collisional regime

Christophe Ancey
Cemagref, Division ETNA, Domaine Universitaire, BP 76, 38402 Saint-Martin-d’He`res Cedex, France
~Received 3 January 2001; revised manuscript received 18 June 2001; published 18 December 2001!

This paper presents experimental results on dry granular flows down an inclined rough channel. Different
flow regimes were identified depending on the Froude number. For Froude numbers exceeding a critical value
~function of the channel slope!, flow was characterized by a fairly linear velocity profile and a discharge
equation in the formq}hn with q the flow rate per unit width,h the flow depth, andn an exponent in the range
2–3 ~regimeA). When the Froude number was lower than the critical value, the flow was characterized by a
convex velocity profile and a discharge equation of the formq}hn, with n ranging from 0.97 to 1.16,
producing the striking result that the mean velocity was constant for a given inclination of the channel~regime
B). Experimental data were used to test three theoretical models developed to describe dry granular flows in a
frictional-collisional regime. Savage’s model provides results that capture experimental trends well and yield
the correct magnitude for velocity and discharge for regimeA, but it reproduces the dependence of the
discharge on the channel slope for only a narrow range of slopes@S. B. Savage, inU.S./Japan Seminar on New
Models and Constitutive Relations in the Mechanics of Granular Materials, Ithaca, 1982, edited by J. T.
Jenkins and M. Satake~Elsevier Science Publishers, Amsterdam, 1982!, p. 261#. In contrast, Millset al.’s
model is less refined and requires fitting an input parameter to give the correct magnitude of velocity but it
successfully accounts for the variation in the discharge with slope for regimeA for a wide range of slopes
@Mills, Loggia, and Tixier, Europhys. Lett.45, 733 ~1999!; Eur. Phys. J. E1, 5 ~2000!#. Ancey and Evesque’s
model is also crude in determining the density profile but manages to provide velocity profiles and discharge
equations in good agreement with experimental data for regimeB @C. Ancey and P. Evesque, Phys. Rev. E62,
8349 ~2000!#.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.65.011304 PACS number~s!: 45.70.2n, 45.50.2j, 83.10.Gr
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I. INTRODUCTION

This paper presents an experimental investigation into
granular flows down an inclined channel, with specific atte
tion directed to the frictional-collisional regime. Here th
term ‘‘dry granular flows’’ refers to flows of a granular su
pension made up of solid particles in air. The solid conc
trationf defined as the ratio of solid volume to total volum
is high, basically higher than 50% on average. The typ
particle size is assumed to be sufficiently large for the e
trostatic effects and air fluidization to be negligible. Partic
interact with each other in various ways: through sustai
contacts, which transmit forces throughout the bulk, or
instantaneous contacts, which produce an exchange of
mentum between particles. The former type of contac
usually called ‘‘frictional contact’’ while the second is re
ferred to as ‘‘collisional contact.’’ Here the frictional
collisional regime corresponds to a flow regime where b
stress results from the combination of collisional and fr
tional contacts. Dimensional analysis can be helpful in de
eating the flow regimes using dimensionless groups~see
@1,2#!. This can be done, for example, using the Coulo
number, defined as the ratio of collision magnitude to
typical stressS acting on particles:NCo5rpa2G2/S, where
G is the mean shear rate,rp is the particle density,a is the
particle radius. The frictional-collisional regime is expect
to occur whenNCo5O(1).

Such a regime is an intermediate stage between the
tional and collisional regimes. For a purely frictional regim
1063-651X/2001/65~1!/011304~19!/$20.00 65 0113
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~also called ‘‘quasistatic’’ or ‘‘rate-independent plastic’!
NCo!1, bulk behavior is generally described within the so
mechanics framework by using empirical models or hom
enization techniques. In a simple shear flow, it is found t
for sufficiently large deformations, the shear stresst is inde-
pendent of the shear rate and is linearly linked to the nor
stresss @3#. The resulting relationship is known as the Co
lomb law: t5usutanw, wherew, called theinternal friction
angle, is a parameter intrinsic to the material. Frictional b
havior originates at the particle scale from sustained f
tional contacts between closely packed particles@4,5#. For a
collisional regimeNCo@1, ~also called ‘‘grain-inertia re-
gime’’ in reference to the pioneering work of Bagnold@6#!,
bulk behavior is usually described using kinetic theori
which are based on an analogy with gases@7#. In a simple
shear flow, the shear stresst is linked to the shear rateġ
through a viscosity termh, which depends on the particl
velocity fluctuation strength:t5h(T)ġ, whereT5^u8•u8&,
called thegranular temperature, is the square root mean o
the velocity fluctuationsu8. Furthermore, it is generally
found that for a simple shear flow the viscosity varies as
shear rate and thus the shear stress is a quadratic functio
the shear rate.

Relatively little is known on the frictional-collisional re
gime from both theoretical and experimental points of vie
Conceptually, the mere idea that collisional and friction
contacts coexist at high solid fractions may be seen as p
doxical. Indeed, for collisional contacts to be an efficie
mechanism in bulk stress generation, the motion of partic
through the bulk must not be too impeded and contacts m
be of short duration. Conversely, for frictional contacts
©2001 The American Physical Society04-1
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CHRISTOPHE ANCEY PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 011304
influence bulk stress, particles must be closely packed w
contacts of long duration. Recent experiments and nume
simulations have contributed to clarifying this paradox. Th
have shown that at any time in a simple shear flow~i! net-
works of particles in close contact cover the flowing lay
~ii ! they transmit strong forces, and~iii ! they surround par-
ticle clusters, where the stress level is much lower. Parti
belonging to a force network experience sustained frictio
forces ~‘‘strong population’’!, while particles in clusters
~‘‘weak population’’! are mainly subjected to collisions. Fig
ure 1 depicts a typical distribution of contact forces within
granular flow down an inclined channel, obtained
Prochnow and co-workers@8# using a contact dynamics nu
merical scheme. Likewise, Capart and his co-workers@9#
measured the particle velocity and granular temperature
different kinds of water-saturated mixtures of cylinde
shaped polyvinyl chloride~PVC! granules flowing down an
inclined channel. They observed regions where the gran
temperature was fairly high and mean velocities were
well correlated, and other regions where the correlation
the mean particle velocity was significantly enhanced a
granular temperature was decreased.

From an experimental point of view, one is faced w
various difficulties when investigating the rheological pro
erties of a frictional-collisional regime. So far annular she
cells ~a variant of the parallel-plate rheometer! and inclined
channels have been the most common geometries use
infer the constitutive characteristics of granular suspensio
An annular shear cell benefits from a simple viscome
treatment since the shear-rate and stress distributions are
mally known in advance. However, in practice, various d
turbing effects~shear-rate localization, stick-slip behavio
etc.! limit the advantage of this geometry for granular flow
The origins of these disturbing effects have been parti
explained. For instance, by simulating a shearing box wh
upper boundary sheared arrays of disks at constant volu
Aharonov and Sparks@10# observed intermittent network
due to grain jamming, resulting in a stick-slip motion.

FIG. 1. Normal force diagram in a dry granular flow~courtesy
of F. Chevoir and M. Prochnow, LMSGC, Champs sur Marn
France!. The line thickness is proportional to the force strength. T
material is made up of polydisperse disks~uniform distribution in
size ranging from 0.85R to 1.15R). The channel slope is 18 °. Th
Coulombic friction coefficient isf 50.4. The tangential and norma
restitution coefficients are zero.
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contrast, due to the free surface that allows dilatancy, gra
lar flows down an inclined channel are not subjected to s
disturbing effects, but contrary to the annular shear cell,
shear rate cannot be imposed.

To date, few experiments have been carried out with
objective of determining the rheological properties of gran
lar flows in a frictional-collisional regime. It is well known
that the type of bottom roughness significantly affects
nature and structure of flow. For a smooth bottom and sh
low flows, the material flows as a diffuse, low-density lay
of strongly agitated particles while, for increasing flo
depth, a ‘‘locked’’ flow occurs with a high slip velocity at th
base and a vanishing shear rate inside the flowing mate
@11#. For a rough bottom, a sheared flow occurs with a l
slip velocity at the base. Most experimental research has
cused on channels with a smooth base, most of the tim
order to investigate the collisional regime@11–21#. Only a
few authors used inclined channels with a rough botto
Using a 1.2-m-long channel, Suzuki and Tanaka@22# carried
out tests on calcite, sand, and glass beads. They found t
viscoplastic Bingham model could be used as a constitu
equation. In fact, owing to the narrow range of flow rates
linear relationship between discharge and flow depth fit th
data better and thus their conclusion was probably errone
Using a 1.2-m-long channel and polystyrene beads 1.2
in diameter, Savage measured the free surface profile@23#.
The velocity profile at the sidewall and the free surface w
measured using two fiber optic probes and signal correla
techniques. The velocity profiles measured at three slo
(32.6 °, 35.3 °, and 39.3 °) were convex, with an inflecti
point near the free surface. He gave some data concer
the discharge equation. From these data, we can deduce
it was nearly linear. Velocity profiles were also measured
Ishida and co-workers@24–26#. The channel was 0.954 m
long and its base was roughened using sand paper. They
three types of particle: sand grain~0.19 mm!, glass bead
~0.35–0.5 mm!, and alumina powder~0.23 mm!. The base
was aerated by injecting a flow rate of air through a poro
bed. The profiles were slightly convex for lower chann
slopes (24 °) and tended toward a linear profile for incre
ing slopes (30 °). No slip was observed at the bottom. V
lance@27# used a rough channel 1.2 m in length and 7.5
in width. Using both a trapping system and image proce
ing, he observed that the velocity profile was slightly conv
at the sidewall but linear inside the flow. For low inclination
and flow depthsh, the dischargeq varied ash5/2 while for
thick flows and slope in excess of a critical value close to
internal friction angle, the discharge varied ash3/2 @27#. Us-
ing glass beads and a narrow channel~2.5 cm wide!, Ancey
and co-workers@28# found that for sufficiently large dis-
charges, the mass flow rate was linearly dependent on
flow depth for slopes ranging from 25 ° to 37 °. Pouliqu
@29# used a very wide~0.7 m! plane 2 m in length. The
material was glass beads with the diameter ranging from
mm to 1.3 mm. After releasing the material contained in
box, he measured the velocity of the front using an ima
processing system. Within the range of slope 20 ° –28 °,
found that the mean velocity at the leading edge varied
lnuu2wuh3/2. Using a 4-m-long channel and 3-mm gla
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DRY GRANULAR FLOWS DOWN AN INCLINED . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 011304
beads, Hanes and Walton observed the collisional reg
only for a narrow range of channel slopes~around 23 °)@30#.

In addition, a few experiments have been performed us
a two-dimensional channel. Drake@31,32# used a 3.7-m-long
and 3.25-cm-wide channel and acetate beads~6 mm in diam-
eter!. Measuring the velocity and density profiles, he show
that flow could be divided into three layers: a slipping lay
near the bottom, a chaotic zone, and a saltation layer nea
free surface. Azanza and co-workers ran similar experime
and compared their data with predictions from a kine
theory@33#; partial agreement was found when flow was
lute ~i.e., near the free surface!. On the whole, all these ex
periments endeavored to measure a few quantities~velocity
profile, density profile, etc.! in a narrow range of flow con
ditions without providing a comprehensive picture of t
flow pattern ~flow regimes, discharge equation, etc.!. This
perhaps explains why they are not always consistent w
compared with each other. For instance, in the case of
granular flows down inclined channels, authors found th
for a steady uniform flow, the discharge equation wasq
}h2.5 ~with h the flow depth andq the flow rate! @29#
whereas others found a relation in the form ofq}h @28#.

The present paper reports an investigation of the fl
properties of dry granular flows down an inclined chann
To supplement the detailed experiments performed
Johnson, Nott, and Jackson@11# on dry granular flows down
smooth chutes, here we focus our attention on flows dow
rough bottom. First we will describe the materials used a
the experimental procedure in Sec. II. Section III will prese
the experimental data and discuss on the different param
influencing flow properties. Section IV will examine variou
theoretical models developed to model granular flows i
frictional-collisional regime. Their predictions will be com
pared with our data.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND PROCEDURES

A. Experimental device

As illustrated in Fig. 2, the experimental setup consis
of a 2-m-long channel, two hoppers, and a pumping syst

FIG. 2. Schematic view of the channel used.
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The base of the channel was roughened by gluing beads
thin PVC band. After testing various glues, we found that
best technique involved depositing beads on a double-s
adhesive film. In this way a uniform random distribution
beads over the surface was achieved. We made diffe
kinds of roughness. The typical diameter of roughness~r!
ranged from 0.36 to 2 mm. At the upper channel entran
the supply hopper fed the channel through an intermed
chamber. The mass flow rate was controlled by eithe
sluice gate at the exit of the chamber or directly at a co
shaped valve, which more or less obstructed the hopper
In most cases, the latter system was used because it en
us to obtain very large mass flow rates. The material flow
down the channel and fell into a collection hopper. Scre
powered by two Siemens gears returned the material to
supply hopper. The maximum mass flow rate was 1.5 k
The cone-shaped valve was calibrated by weighing the m
of fallen material for a given time interval. As is well know
for bins and hoppers, the mass flow rate does not depen
the height of material stocked inside the hopper, but only
the exit geometry@34#. Uncertainty on the mass flow rat
was estimated around 5%. Tests were also performed
verify whether vibrations induced by the two gears cou
affect the mass flow rate. Within the range of uncertainty,
vibration-induced effect was detected.

The channel inclination ranged from 0 ° to 38 °. It wa
measured using an electronic clinometer PRO 360 provi
by the company PM Instrumentation. According to the p
vider, slope uncertainty was approximately 0.1 °, but due
the channel flexing as a result of its own weight, variatio
of about 0.1 ° were possible at the middle of the channel.
maintained an uncertainty of less than 1%. Two types
channel were used. The first one was 2.5 cm wide and b
in PVC. The second one was 4.8 cm wide and prima
designed in Plexiglas to have transparent sidewalls. H
ever, to avoid strong electrostatic effects produced by
flowing material, the sidewalls had to be covered with
antielectrostatic film.

Flow depth was measured using electronic ultrasonic s
sors LRS3 provided by Weidmu¨ller ~Germany!. This sensor
sent an ultrasonic wave, then measured the time neces
for the wave to return by reflection against the free surfa
and finally computed the distance separating it from the f
surface. Due to the width of the spot, the flow depth w
averaged on a surface of 18 cm2. Four or six ultrasonic sen
sors were connected to a computer via a data acquis
device operating at a sampling rate of 100 Hz. Signals em
ted by sensors were collected, filtered, and averaged ov
given time interval~generally 10 s!. Uncertainty in the mea-
surements was normally less than 0.1 mm according to
manufacturer, but due to various disturbing effects~saltation
of particles, roughness of the free surface, air motion due
the large velocity at the free surface!, we found that the
uncertainty was much greater, close to 1 mm for the coar
particles. For 2-mm glass beads, uncertainty on the fl
depth was as high as 10% while it did not exceed a f
percent for small particles. Velocity profiles at the sidewa
and the free surface were measured using a video cam
~Pulnix progressive scan TM-6705AN coupled to an acq
4-3
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CHRISTOPHE ANCEY PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 011304
sition card, Meteor II MC, provided by Matrox! and an im-
age processing system~WIMA software provided by the
University of Saint-Etienne, France!. Pictures were acquired
at a rate of 208 frames/s. Even though particles glided al
the sidewalls, it turned out that the velocity underwen
significant decrease near the walls. The thickness of the
turbed zone was estimated at five layers of particles. W
we compared the free-surface velocity at the sidewall an
the centerline, we found that the relative decrease ran
from 30% to 50%. Moreover, as velocities at the free-surf
were at times very large~exceeding 1 m/s!, uncertainty could
be significant in the upper part of the velocity profile a
indeed exceeded 10%, while it was less than 6% close to
channel base. Measuring the velocity profiles at the sidew
was expected to provide only qualitative information. B
cause of these severe limitations, we did not try to meas
the temperature profiles, which would have been even m
influenced by the sidewalls.

Density profiles were measured usingg-radiation tech-
niques. These techniques involve measuring the quantit
g photons emitted by a radioactive source that is absorbe
a material of densityr and thicknessW @36#. The density can
then be computed as:rW52K ln(I/I0)/m8, whereI 0 denotes
the intensity ofg photons emitted by the radioactive sourc
I the measured intensity of photons after crossing the m
rial, m8 the absorption coefficient~per unit mass!, K a fitting
parameter depending on the apparatus. We used a Ce

TABLE I. Main features of particles.

Material Compositionrp(kg/m3)
d

(mm)
Grain size
distribution

w
~°!

Material 1 Glass 2460 0.36 Poorly sorted 26
Material 2 Glass 2460 0.97 Poorly sorted 26
Material 3 Glass 2460 2.0 Well calibrated 26
Material 4 Glass 2460 3.0 Well calibrated 26
Material 5 Sand 2650 0.33 Poorly sorted 36

FIG. 3. Volume or mass size distribution of the poorly sort
materials.
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137 source, which operated with an activity of about 7 m
The signal was collected by a receiving system made up
scintillation crystal~NaI activated by thallium! with a pho-
tomultiplier. The channel was located between the emitt
and receiving systems. Measurements were performed at
ferent points across the flow depth. Uncertainty on the d
sity was less than 4%.

B. Materials

For our tests, we used different kinds of glass beads
fine sand. The mean diameterd ranged from 0.36 mm to 2
mm. The main characteristics of these materials are repo
in Table I. Apart from beads 2 mm in diameter, the mater
was poorly sorted with a gradation in size. For 2-mm gla
beads, the manufacturer’s tolerance on the diameter
10%. In Fig. 3, we give the size distribution of the fine
glass beads, which was determined using a laser device
signed by Malvern. We also determined the internal fricti

FIG. 4. Variation of the dimensionless flow depth as a funct
of the distance from the channel exit~scaled by the channel length!
for three different slopes and dimensionless flow rates. The cha
width was 4.8 cm.

FIG. 5. Schematic diagram delineating the different regimes
pending on the channel slope and flow rate.
4-4
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DRY GRANULAR FLOWS DOWN AN INCLINED . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 011304
angle of the materials by using soil-mechanics techniq
~triaxial!. Uncertainty on the internal friction angle wa
60.5 °. Abrasion occurred due to significant friction insi
the recirculation system, but this did not cause a signific
change in the material properties~sphericity, internal friction
angle! during our tests.

C. Experimental procedure

The following experimental procedure was used. We
lected a channel-base roughness. The four~or six! ultrasonic
sensors were initialized. For a given channel inclination,
imposed a mass flow rate by rotating the cone-shaped v
of the supply hopper. We recorded the signals of flow de
measurement given by ultrasonic sensors at four or six
ferent locations. As with a typical flow depth, we kept t
value~s! measured in the region where the flow reache
uniform depth. Figure 4 shows different streamwise profi
of the flow depth for different slopes. It can be seen that
region where a uniform flow depth was reached in a ste

FIG. 6. Development of a stationary wedge when the chan
slope is lower than a critical valueu1 and the discharge exceeds
critical value.
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regime could occupy a limited part of the channel length. F
instance, at low and high slopes, this part represented 20%
the total length while for an intermediate slope (30 °) t
flow was uniform over almost the entire length.

III. EXPERIMENTAL DATA AND DISCUSSIONS

The observed behavior was quite complex and is, pr
ably, best explained by first describing the typical flow p
tern, then by examining each regime of this overall patte
indicating the common points in the behavior observ
for various materials and the diverging points as well.
the following, we use dimensionless parameters:q*
5q/(dAgd), h* 5h/d, u* 5u/Agd, with g the gravity ac-
celeration. The mean velocity was computed as:U
5q/h (U* 5q* /h* ). The dischargeq per unit width was
deduced from the mass flow rate per unit widthqm by as-
suming that the density was nearly uniform for a steady flo
qm5f̄rpq, with f̄50.6. This was obviously quite a crud
assumption since it was experimentally found that bulk d
sity ranged from 0.47 to 0.58 and could be as low as 0.38
dilute flows on high slopes. At this stage, it is also wor
mentioning that in the scaling of the flow rate, we did n
take the channel width into account. Given the narrow ch
nel and the sidewall effects, we expected the width to infl
ence the discharge. Such an effect is well known in hydr
lics, where for narrow, straight, smooth, rectangu
channels, it has been shown that the total flow rate scale
Wh5/3 for shallow flows but as (Wh)5/3 for thick flows @35#.
Even in this simple case~Newtonian fluids and uniform
roughness!, it is far from easy to include the width effec
directly in the scaling of the flow rate by using a sing
expression. This explains why here we prefer not to inclu
W in the scaling ofq.

A. Flow regimes: Qualitative observations

Experimentally it was observed that three paramet
played a key role in the granular flow dynamics: first t
channel inclination and to a lesser extent the discharge
the kind of roughness. On the whole, we found that, qual

el
g

FIG. 7. Estimation of critical
Froude number below which a
stationary wedge develops alon
the channel bottom.
4-5
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CHRISTOPHE ANCEY PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 011304
tively, our observed flow pattern was similar to that d
scribed by Savage@1# even though differences were detect
~mainly because we investigated flow properties over a w
range of flow rates!. In the following, we will use his termi-
nology to refer to the different regimes~see Fig. 5!.

For a steady uniform flow to occur, the channel inclin
tion must be in excess of a critical valueu1 ~approximately
24 ° for glass beads!. For a slope ranging fromu1 to another
critical valueu2, very close to the internal friction angle o
the materialw (26.5 ° for glass beads!, a steady uniform
flow was possible, but it was stable only for a narrow ran
of the mass flow rate. For large mass flow rates, a station
wedge-shaped layer developed along the channel bottom
induced a change in the bottom slope over which the gra
lar material flowed~see Fig. 6!. Flows of this regime have
been called ‘‘immature sliding flows.’’ As the stationar
wedge could be observed only at the channel sidewalls,
wondered whether it spanned across the channel or wa
calized at the corners. The former interpretation appeare
us as the more probable, since when we stopped suppl
the material, we observed a stationary wedge covering
channel bottom and not a string of particles trapped along
corners. We also measured the inclinationa ~to the horizon-
tal! of the boundary separating the flowing material from t
stationary material at the sidewall. On the whole, the angla
depended a great deal on the roughness type as well a
initial channel slope, and to a lesser extent on the flow r
For instance, the dead zone formation was achieved at
stantially higher discharges when reducing the roughn
size~see Fig. 7!. Moreover, the anglea barely exceeded the
internal friction angle. In the case of 2-mm glass bead flo
along a bottom made up of the same material, for exam
Da5a2f ranged from 0.9 ° to 1.9 °. We failed to find
reproducible close correspondence between the valuea
and flow conditions. Even in determining the flow conditio
for which a stationary wedge developed, we were faced w
widely distributed data scattering: in Fig. 7, we have repor
the critical Froude number separating flows without a
with a stationary wedge. The critical Froude number w
estimated as Fr5U/Agh5U

*
3/2q

*
21/2, where (U,h) corre-

sponded to the limiting flow conditions for which a unifor
flow was observable. From one experiment to another,
Froude number could vary significantly. For instance,
2-mm glass beads flowing down a channel inclined at 2
the critical Froude number ranged from 0.12 to 0.22. T
characteristic time associated with the formation of the s
tionary zone was long, typically between 40 s and 60 s
our tests. Observations at the sidewalls revealed that the
locity profile was almost linear and the density was nea
uniform close to the bottom but decreased significantly n
the free surface.

For slopes ranging fromu2 to another critical valueu3
~approximately 34 ° –35 ° for glass beads!, a steady uniform
flow occurred. Such a regime has been called a ‘‘fully dev
oped steady regime.’’ The flow density was rather unifo
throughout the flow depth except near the free surface. In
the slope range@u2,u3#, various types of flow were possibl
depending on the flow rate~see below!. Generally we ob-
served that at low discharge, particles reached a large ve
01130
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ity and the flow was thin. Conversely, for a large dischar
the flow was much thicker and particles moved more slow
For slopes in excess of the third critical valueu3, which
depended on the discharge, the particles of the upper la
were increasingly agitated with increasing discharge
slope. They were no longer in close contact but in saltat
and thus the accurate position of the free surface was h
to measure. Such a regime has been called a ‘‘splas
regime.’’

B. Discharge curves

All the raw data are presented in Figs. 8–14. For ea
material and roughness, we have reported the disch
curves and the variations in the mean velocity as a func
of the flow rate and slope. In order to identify flow regime
we have reported experimental points in dimensionless
log plots and we tried to fit them with power functions:q*
}h

*
n and U* }q

*
m ~normally we should obtainm512n21

since U* 5q* /h* ). This was usually achieved using th
least-squares method on parts of the experimental curve

FIG. 8. Discharge curves~dimensionless flow depthh* versus
dimensionless mass flow rateq* ) for 0.36-mm glass beads flowing
~a! W525 mm andr 50.36 mm.~b! W548 mm andr 50.36 mm.
~c! W548 mm andr 51 mm.
4-6
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Figures 8 and 9 express the variations in the dimens
less flow depth and the mean velocity with respect to
flow rate for 0.36-mm glass beads. Figures 8~a! and 9~a!
include the experimental data obtained with a roughnes
0.36-mm glass beads and a 25-mm channel width while F
8~b!, 8~c!, 9~b!, and 9~c! include the data obtained with th
wide channel and different degrees of roughness. As st
above, a noticeable feature is the change in behavior w
the channel slope passes from 26 ° to 28 °, i.e.,u is close to
the internal friction anglew. Such an effect is particularly
obvious for mean velocities@see Fig. 9~a!#: when the channe
slope was increased from 27 ° to 28 °, the mean velocity w
doubled at high discharges. Foru<27 °, we have reported
data pertaining to a fully uniform flow~i.e., we discarded
data associated with the development of a stationary laye
the bottom!. Surprisingly enough, for such a domain
slopes, the mean velocity first increased, reached a m
mum, then decreased for increasing flow rates: the lower

FIG. 9. Variation in the dimensionless mean velocityU* as a
function of the dimensionless mass flow rateq* for 0.36-mm glass
beads flowing.~a! W525 mm andr 50.36 mm; the arrows indicate
the data used for Fig. 16~transition from regimeA to regimeB). ~b!
W548 mm andr 50.36 mm.~c! W548 mm andr 51 mm.
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slope, the greater the rate of decay. On the whole, sm
changes in the slope induced substantial changes in the m
velocities. Foru>28 °, there were two types of behavio
depending on the flow rate. Forq* >170, the flow depth
increased almost linearly with the flow rate (n'1), which
implies that the mean flow velocity was fairly constant,
shown in Fig. 9~a!. The influence of the channel slope wa
regular. In contrast, forq* ,170, the behavior was muc
more complex. When fitting the mean velocity with pow
functions q

*
m , we found thatm'1 for u528 °, m'0 on

average foru in the range 29 °231 °, andm'21 for u
.32 °. Moreover, the transition from lower to higher di
charges was generally continuous, but in some cases@u
528 ° andu535 ° in Fig. 9~a!#, there was an abrupt jump a
q* 5170.

Similar experiments were performed with a 48-mm-wi
channel and a 0.36-mm roughness@see Figs. 8~b! and
9~b!#. On the whole, the flow pattern was close to th
observed with the narrow channel. At low discharges (q*
<qc '275–290!, velocities varied asqm with m, ranging

FIG. 10. Discharge curves for 1-mm glass beads flowing.~a!
W548 mm andr 51 mm. ~b! W548 mm andr 50.36 mm. ~c!
W548 mm andr 52 mm.
* *
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CHRISTOPHE ANCEY PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 011304
from 0.51 to 0.66~mean computed value: 0.59!. For the larg-
est slopes (u>34 °), this trend was less obvious due to da
scattering. At high discharges, the velocities reached a se
ingly constant value. This trend was less evident than for
former case (W525 mm) since here the critical flow rat
was too close to the maximum achievable flow rate. Co
pared to data obtained with the narrow channel, veloci
were slightly lower: the relative difference usually did n
exceed 5%, except for largest slopes (u>34 °) for which it
reached 20%. Nevertheless, the critical flow rate aro
which flow passed from the first regime (U* }q

*
m , 5” 0) to

another one (U* 'cst) was significantly higher: with the
wide channel, we foundqc* '275–290 for u,34 ° and
qc* '420–430 foru>34 ° while we foundqc* '150–170
for the narrow channel. The ratio between the two criti
values~approx 1.7! was close to the width ratio~1.9!.

Another set of experiments was performed with the bro
channel equipped with the 1-mm roughness@see Figs. 8~c!

FIG. 11. Variation in the dimensionless mean velocityU* as a
function of the dimensionless mass flow rateq* for 1-mm glass
beads flowing.~a! W548 mm andr 51 mm; the arrows indicate
the data used for Fig. 16~transition from regimeA to regimeB). ~b!
W548 mm andr 50.36 mm.~c! W548 mm andr 52 mm.
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and 9~c!#. For this configuration, the flow pattern differe
from the two previous ones in that we did not observe
asymptotic regimeU* 'cst. The mean velocities varied a
q
*
m with m, ranging from 0.33 to 0.45. As the channel w

rougher for this set of experiments, a lower mean veloc
was expected. This was experimentally checked except
lower slopes. Strikingly, atu527 °, the mean velocity was
20% higher than for the smoother channel.

Figures 10 and 11 include all the data obtained with 1-m
glass beads. On the whole, when they flowed over a 1-
rough bottom, these beads exhibited the same flow patter
for 0.36-mm glass beads@see Figs. 10~a! and 11~a!#, namely,
a q

*
m variation in the mean velocity at low discharges, a fai

linear discharge curve at large flow rates (n'1), and sudden
changes in bulk behavior for slopes close to the internal f
tion angle and for slopes exceeding 34 °. Closely examin
the experimental curves revealed other interesting featu
First, the ‘‘asymptotic’’ regime at large discharges was le
marked than for 0.36-mm glass beads. When using the le
squares method to fit data at large discharges, we found
the mean velocity scaled asqm with m'0.04–0.06 foru

FIG. 12. Discharge curves for 2-mm glass beads flowing.~a!
W548 mm andr 52 mm. ~b! W548 mm andr 50.36 mm. ~c!
W548 mm andr 51 mm.
*
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DRY GRANULAR FLOWS DOWN AN INCLINED . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 011304
<28 ° while we obtainedm50.1460.04 for 29 °<u<33 °.
For the largest slopes (u>34 °), the exponentm was nega-
tive: 20.29<m<20.15. Second, at low flow rates, th
mean velocity varied asq

*
m with m'0.33 for u<26 ° but

m50.5760.1 for 27 °<u<33 °. For large slopes (u
>34 °), the discharge curve seemed to be almost linear o
the range of flow rates 40–80 but the fluctuations were
high for a sharp trend to be revealed. Third, when examin
Figs. 10~a! and 11~a!, we found two critical values of the
dimensionless flow rate, for which there was a change in
flow behavior. In the vicinity ofqc* '68–84, there was a
systematic but continuous decrease in the exponent of
discharge equations, e.g., from 0.57 to 0.14 for slopes ra
ing from 27° to 33°. Another seemingly critical value wa
revealed by the peculiar behavior of the 28° and 37° d
charge curves atqc* '110. For these two inclinations, ther
was a sudden and odd change in the discharge curves, w
either decreased or increased abruptly. Fourth, in contra

FIG. 13. Variation in the dimensionless mean velocityU* as a
function of the dimensionless mass flow rateq* for 2-mm glass
beads flowing.~a! W548 mm andr 52 mm; the arrows indicate
the data used for Fig. 16~transition from regimeA to regimeB). ~b!
W548 mm andr 50.36 mm.~c! W548 mm andr 51 mm.
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0.36-mm glass beads for which 28° was the critical slo
around which significant changes in bulk behavior were
served, here we found that such changes occurred betw
26° and 27°.

Similar experiments were performed with different roug
nesses. When the roughness was made up of 0.36-mm
beads, the separation into two regimes was more distinct@see
Figs. 10 and 11~b!#. Indeed, for flow rates in excess of
critical value around 70, we observed an asymptotic reg
for which the discharge curve was linear, implying that t
mean velocity was constant. For flow rates lower than 70,
mean velocities varied as a power function of the flow ra
U* }q

*
m . The exponentm depended on the slope as shown

Fig. 11~b!: we found m'0.35 for u<28°, 0.01,m,0.05
for 29°<u<33°, and20.32,m,20.06 for 34°<u. When
the roughness was made up of 2-mm glass beads@see Figs.
10~c! and 11~c!#, we still observed two regimes depending o
whether the flow rate was in excess of a critical value clo
to 70. At low discharges, the mean velocity was an incre
ing function of the flow rate:U* }q

*
m with m50.4860.09.

In contrast, at high discharges, the mean velocity was a
creasing function, with an exponent taking a value close
20.6 for slopes lower than 28° and close to20.03 for u
>29°. Contrary to previous experiments, the critical flo
rate associated with this change in behavior was not cons
but increased with the slope, from 70 foru526° to 120 for
u>29°.

Figures 12 and 13 summarize the experimental data c
cerning 2-mm glass beads and different roughnesses. Fig
12~a! and 13~a! report the data obtained with a 2-mm roug
ness. Even though bulk behavior presented features com
to those observed with finer materials, it differed signi
cantly on many points. For slopesu<28°, large fluctuations
in the flow depth induced a significant data scattering.
reported foru526.5°, the mean velocity varied in the rang
0.6–1.3, without a clear trend being outlined. The mean
locity curve first increased, then flattened out over a fai
wide range of flow rates, and finally decreased slowly. F
29°<u<33°, two regimes were identified depending on t
discharge. At low discharges, the mean velocity rose asU*
}q

*
m . The exponentm was a decreasing function of th

slope: the least-squares method gavem'0.6 for u529°

FIG. 14. Discharge curves for sand.
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FIG. 15. Variation in the coef-
ficient B as a function of the slope
in regime A. Experimental data
were taken from Figs. 9~a!, 11~a!,
and 13~a!.
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againstm'0.28 for u533°. At large discharges, the mea
velocity increased more slowly with the flow rate since t
exponentm was found close to 0.260.1. For u>34°, a
single regime could be identified within the range of tes
flow rates. As for 29°<u<33°, we found thatm was a de-
creasing function of the slope, varying from 0.28 foru
533° to20.09 foru535°. When a 0.36-mm roughness w
used instead of a 2-mm roughness@see Figs. 12~b! and
13~b!#, we observed small changes. Surprisingly, howev
when we used a 1-mm roughness@see Figs. 12~c! and 13~c!#,
more substantial changes occurred. On the whole, fou
>27°, the velocities were constant over the range of tes
flow rates. A striking feature was that rather systematically
low discharges foru>27.5°, the mean velocities were muc
higher compared to those measured with the two other
grees of roughness: indeed, forq* 530, the dimensionless
velocities ranged from 5 to 8 whereas they did not excee
for 2-mm and 0.36-mm roughnesses. Another interesting
ture was that these velocities corresponding to shallow flo
of vigorously agitated particles decreased abruptly or,
other words, flows thickened suddenly at a given critical d
chargeqc* . This can be seen in Fig. 12~c! for u527.5° at
qc* '15, u528.5° atqc* '27, andu529° atqc* '39.

Figure 14 reports the data obtained with fine sand. Co
pared to glass beads, fluctuations in the flow depth sig
were much more significant. Moreover, due to the high va
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of the internal friction angle, experiments could be p
formed over a tight range of slopes. Nevertheless, it w
observed that for slopes in excess of the internal frict
angle and for sufficiently higher discharges, the discha
curve was approximately linear.

In summary, when comparing the various experimen
trends appearing in Figs. 8 –14 with bulk behaviors usua
exhibited by various other complex fluids~suspension,
pastes, etc.!, the most striking feature is the great variabili
of the discharge curves with respect to the particle diame
the roughness size, and the channel slope. Any attemp
classify fully developed flows is rendered difficult by th
sensitivity of the experimental data to even small change
the control parameters~slope, roughness! and the number of
effects to take into account. A crude classification of t
discharge curves could be the following. For an inclin
channel, whose roughness is made up of particles with
same diameter as the flowing particles, there are two
gimes. The first regime, which we call ‘‘regimeA,’’ occurs at
low discharges and is characterized by an equation in
form U* 5A(u)q

*
m , with m ranging from 0.66 to 0.33@or,

equivalently,q* 5An(u)h
*
n , with n in the range 223]. The

second regime, referred to as ‘‘regimeB,’’ occurs at high
discharges and it is characterized by a fairly linear discha
curve since the flow depth varies asq 5Bn(u)hn , with n
* *

he

s
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-

e

FIG. 16. Plot of the critical
Froude number~transition from
regimes A to B! vs channel slope.
The dashed curve represents t
limits of linear stability given by
Mills et al.’s model. The arrows
indicate that when the flow rate i
increased progressively from zero
first regimeA occurs ~leading to
an increase in the Froude num
ber!, then, after the critical value
has been reached, regimeB occurs
~leading to a decrease in th
Froude number!.
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DRY GRANULAR FLOWS DOWN AN INCLINED . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 011304
ranging from 0.97 to 1.16@or, equivalently,U* 5B(u)q
*
m ,

with m ranging from20.03 to 0.14#. Figures 9~b! and 11~a!
give typical examples of these regimes. However, suc
pattern holds partially for 0.36-mm glass beads in a narr
channel @see Fig. 9~a!# and 2-mm glass beads@see Fig.
13~a!#. In Fig. 15, we have reported the variation of the c
efficient B as a function of the slope. It can be seen that
coefficient is a function of the slope, rapidly increasing f
slopes just in excess of the internal friction angle, then gro
ing more slowly for 0.36-mm and 1-mm beads in the wi
channel. CoefficientB decreases with increasing particle d
ameterd. In spite of the low number of points, we fitted
power function to describe the variation inB with d. We
found B(u)}d20.9760.02. Another interesting point is the
transition from regimeA to regimeB. From a physical view-
point, it is more convenient to describe this transition
terms of a dimensionless number. We used the Froude n
ber since it is encountered in most transitions concern
gravity-driven free-surface flows. Figure 16 reports the va
tion of the critical Froude number as a function of the slo
in the case of glass beads flowing down a channel wh
roughness size was the same as the flowing bead diam
Data used for this figure originate from Figs. 9~a! and 9~b!,
11~a!, and 13~a! ~data marked with an arrow!. The critical
Froude number was reached but not exceeded. Indeed, w
flow was generated with a small flow depth~namely, in re-
gime A), the Froude number rose as Fr}Hp, with p close to
1, as the flow depth was increased. When the critical Fro
number was reached, there was a transition from regimeA to
regime B. For regimeB, the Froude number decreased
Fr}1/AH as the flow depth was increased. For 1-mm a
0.36-mm glass beads in the wide channel, the critical Fro
number curves were very close. Decreasing the cha
width provoked an increase in the value of the critic

FIG. 17. Dimensionless density profiles for 1-mm glass be
flowing down a 48-mm-wide channel at three different slopes
for mass flow rate of 430 g/s (q* 561) or 784 g/s (q* 5111). For
u527°, h515 (q* 561) or h526 mm (q* 5111), u533°h
514 mm, for u537°h58.1 mm. The continuous lines represe
the theoretical profile provided by Savage’s model and Ancey
Evesque’s model.
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Froude number for slopes in excess of 30°, as can be see
Fig. 16 for 0.36-mm glass beads. Data corresponding
2-mm glass beads are far below the experimental curves
sociated with 1-mm and 0.36-mm glass beads.

For a rougher channel bottom, two regimes were ide
fied. The first regime presents features similar to regimeA
above, namely, the coefficientn in the discharge equation
ranged from 1.85 to 3. At high discharges, the mean velo
curve either flattened out or decreased: the exponenm
ranged from20.58 to20.03 for 1-mm glass beads@see Fig.
11~c!# while it ranged from 0.16 to 0.29 for 0.36-mm glas
beads flowing down a 1-mm roughness@see Fig. 9~c!#. For a
smoother channel base, the discharge curve was rathe
@see Fig. 13~c! for 2-mm glass beads down a 0.36-m
roughness and Fig. 11~b! for 1-mm glass beads flowing dow
a 0.36-mm roughness#.

C. Density and velocity profiles

Figure 17 expresses the typical variation of the solid fr
tion profile across the depth for three slop
(27°, 33°, 37°). In each case, the solid fraction was a
creasing function of the flow depth. It was close to the ma
mum random solid concentration at the channel bottom, t
tended towards zero close to the free surface. Dependin
the channel slope, the decrease was more or less regula
low slopes~typically 27° in Fig. 17!, for a dimensionless
flow depth up to 0.8, the solid concentration varied sligh
in the range 0.55–0.65. Conversely, for high slopes (37
the solid concentration decreased rapidly. The flow rate
little influence on the density profile. For instance, foru
527°, doubling the flow rate~namely, passing from regime
A to B) did not alter the profile form but led to a larger mea
bulk density~0.55 instead of 0.47!. For the same flow con-
ditions as in Fig. 17, Fig. 18 reports the velocity profile in
dimensionless form. The velocity has been scaled by the
locity at the free surfaceul and the thickness from the bedy
by the flow depthh. Contrary to density profiles, which rep
resent width-averaged values, the velocity profiles were m
sured at the sidewalls and thus were strongly disturbed.
instance, the mean velocities computed from the experim
tal velocity profiles in Fig. 18 were approximately half th
mean velocityU5q/h. However, despite this significant dis
turbing effect, it is expected that the experimental veloc
profiles can provide a good idea of the actual velocity p
files within the flowing materials; moreover, using scal
variables should offset the influence of sidewalls. In regi
A(u527° in Fig. 18!, the velocity profile was fairly linear
while in regimeB, it was convex except near the free su
face. An inflection point could be identified at approximate
y/h'0.8. A striking feature was that the velocity profile o
large slopes was very similar to the typical velocity profi
measured atu533° although velocities were much higher

IV. COMPARISON WITH THEORETICAL MODELS

A. Theoretical models

To our knowledge, the earliest model suitable to desc
ing granular flows in a frictional-collisional regime down a

s
d

d
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FIG. 18. Dimensionless velocity profiles for 1-mm glass beads flowing down a 48-mm-wide channel at three different slopes
various mass flow rates. Foru527°, h515 mm (q* 561,ul50.66 m/s!, u533°h514 mm (q* 5111,ul50.86 m/s!, for u537°h58.1 mm
(q* 5111, ul52.1 m/s!. Theoretical predictions are also reported: Savage’s model@Eq. ~1!, with e50.63, w526.5°, ul53.5 m/s#, Mills
et al.’s model @Eq. ~3!, with b50.0002,w526.5°, ul51.11 m/s# are applied usingu527° andq* 561. Ancey and Evesque’s model@Eq.
~4!, with A530, w526.5°, ul52.74 m/s# is applied usingu533° andq 5111.
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inclined channel was proposed by Savage@37#. He assumed
that the bulk stress tensor can be divided into a frictional p
and a collisional contribution. The former contribution is e
timated using an empirical relationship derived from t
Coulomb law used in soil mechanics. In a simple shear fl
this involves expressing the frictional shear stress ast f
5po sinw, wherep0 is called the mean quasistatic norm
stress and will be computed from the motion equation.
estimate the collisional contribution, Savage used the kin
theory developed by Jenkins and Savage@38#, leading to an
expression of the collisional shear stress in the formtc

52k(21l)ġ/5, whereġ denotes the shear rate,l is a nu-
merical coefficient reflecting the influence of anisotropy
the contact distribution (l'1), k52f2(11e)g0rpdAT/p,
with e the coefficient of restitution,g0(f) the radial distri-
bution function, andT the granular temperature. From th
equations of motion including a simplified set of bounda
conditions~zero energy flux into the bed!, Savage derived
the velocity and density profiles as well as the discha
equations. He found that the velocity was a linear function
the flow depth:

u~y!5RA3Tby/d, ~1!

where R5A10(12e)/3 is a constant andTb refers to the
granular temperature at the channel bottom:Tb

5fgh cosu/$2(11§)fb
2(11e)g0(fb)%, wherefb denotes the

density at the channel bottom and§5@RA27/(25p tan2u)
21#(12sinw/tanu)21. Thus the discharge equation isq
5RA3Tbh2/(2d). We deduce that the discharge varies aq
}h5/2. The solid fraction satisfies the equation:f2g0(f)
5(h2y)fb

2g0(fb). The inclination range for which a stead
uniform flow takes place was found by Savage to be

sinf

2
1

3

10
A10~12e!

p
.tanu.sinf. ~2!
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Further developments to Savage’s theory were subseque
introduced by Johnson, Nott, and Jackson@11,40#, Nott and
Jackson@20#, and Jackson@39#. They used a more sophist
cated kinetic theory~Lun et al.’s model!, more complete
boundary conditions, and assumed that the normal force
perienced by sustained contacts was a rational function of
solid fraction. In this way, the frictional contribution van
ished as the solid fractionf fell below a critical value and
conversely asf came closer to the maximum solid fractio
it had an increasing influence on bulk dynamics. Due
strong nonlinearities in boundary conditions and differen
equations, the resulting equations of motion must be sol
numerically@20#. Anderson and Jackson@41# have presented
results in the case of a rough plane.

Mills, Loggia, and Tixier have modeled dry granula
flows as motion of a network of transient solid chai
through an assembly of particles behaving as a viscou
Bagnold~i.e., collisional regime! fluid @42,43#. In the latter
case, they assumed that the collisional contribution can
written astc5bġ2, whereb is a constant intrinsic to the
material and the frictional contribution is given by the Co
lomb law. Suggesting a further approximation of the int
play between the weak and strong populations, they arri
at the following velocity profile:

u~y!5Ajx
3rg

b
cosu~ tanu2tanw!E

(h2y)/jx

h/jx A12e2zdz,

~3!

where jx is the length correlation of the particle netwo
~see Fig. 1!, estimated atjx'Ahd. A velocity profile of
this kind is almost linear except near the fre
surface. The density profile is assumed to be unifo
across the entire flow depth. The discharge varies
q'Arg/(4b)Acosu(tanu2tanw)(h9d)1/4}h9/4. A steady
uniform flow is then possible only if tanu>tanw.
4-12
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In the frictional-collisional model developed by Ance
and Evesque, the frictional and collisional contributions
bulk stress are tightly related and this interplay is govern
by the Coulomb number@44#. Arguing that the strong popu
lation plays the key role in the stress generation mechan
~transmission of forces throughout the network of particl!
while most of the shear work is dissipated within the we
population, the authors arrived at the conclusion that, for
frictional and collisional contribution to satisfy both the m
mentum and kinetic-energy balance equations, the en
dissipation rate must be constant on average. They also
sidered that a frictional-collisional regime—with the mea
ing NCo5O(1)—cannot be achieved across the entire fl
depth since a collisional boundary layer at the free surf
and a frictional layer at the bottom should take place. In
region where the frictional-collisional regime is achieve
they found a logarithmic velocity profile

u~y!52AAdg cosu~ tanu2k! ln~12y/h!, ~4!

where k5tanw in most cases@but k5(112 tan2w)21 is
possible in some circumstances@2##, andA is a dimension-
less parameter~intrinsic to the material!. Close to the free
surface, flow is collisional and the authors used a kine
theory to compute the velocity profile:

u~y!5AAdg cosu~ tanu2k! ln
h

d
1

1426e

Ap

T0
3/2

gd cosu

3F12expS 2g cosu
y1d2h

T0
D G , ~5!

whereT05gd cosu is the granular temperature at the col
sional layer interface andd is the thickness of the collisiona
layer, d5d@Af̄ tanuAtanu2k/ f 5(f̄)#2/3, where f 5(f̄)
54(12e2)f̄2g0(f̄)/Ap. The density profile is constan
across the flow depth except in the collisional layer wher
decreases exponentially towards zero. The total discharg
found to be

q5AAdg cosu~ tanu2k!hS 11
d

h
ln

d

h
2

d

hD . ~6!

It is a linear increasing function of the flow depth for larg
flow depths while it decreases for flow depths of the orde
the collisional layer thicknessd. A steady uniform flow oc-
curs provided that the channel slope tanu lies in a limited
range@k,(k1A22C21)#, whereC is a constant.

B. Comparison with experimental data

In our experiments, regimeA was characterized by a dis
charge equation in the formq}hn with n in the range 2–3, a
fairly linear velocity profile, and a slightly varying densit
profile. Qualitatively these points are well described by S
age’s and Millset al.’s models. However, for Anderson an
Jackson’s model, agreement with experimental data is
tial. Indeed their numerical results~see Fig. 10 in Ref.@41#!
show that for h/d,10, n'2, the velocity profiles were
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fairly linear ~slight convexity!, the solid fraction decrease
slowly on moving up through the layer, and forh/d.10 the
solid fraction decreased very quickly~mean solid concentra
tion close to 0.3!. The exponentn in the discharge equation
given by Mills et al.’s model is 9/4, relatively close to the
valuen55/2 found by Savage. As the experimental value
n varied in the range 2–3, it has not been possible to c
clude which exponent gives better predictions. Savag
model has two input parameters. For the internal fricti
angle, we took the value found experimentally using a
axial. We fitted the coefficient of restitution for the slop
range of a steady flow@Eq. ~2!# to match the experimenta
range. We founde50.63. The lower the coefficient of rest
tution is, the wider the range of the steady flow is. Mi
et al.’s model has a single input parameterb whose value
was adjusted using a value of the mean velocity. We fou
b'231024 for 1-mm glass beads. For regimeA, the den-
sity profile predicted by Savage’s model was in good agr
ment with the experimental data except close to the free
face~see Fig. 17!. The slight discrepancy at the free surfa
could be explained by the kinetic theory used in Savag
model, which neglects the kinetic contribution in the bu
stress tensor and thus should not be applied to dilute flo
In contrast, the assumption of uniform density made by M
et al. was correct only at the channel bottom. As exemplifi
by Fig. 18, dimensionless velocity profiles provided by bo
models matched experimental data well. Comparison of
free-surface velocities shows that valuesuth provided by the
models are much larger than measured valuesuexpt. . For
Mills et al.’s model, the ratiouexpt. /uth. was 0.55, in other
words, very close to the reduction in velocity induced
sidewalls. However, for Savage’s model, this ratio was 0.
Savage’s model overestimated the mean velocity by a fa
of 3 for u527°. We did not observe the change in the v
locity profile curvature at the free surface predicted by Mi
et al.’s model. However, the comparison could be biased
cause of wall effects and less accuracy in the measurem
near the free surface. As the mean velocity depends on
the flow rate and the channel slope, it is not easy to infer
slope effect directly. In Fig. 19, we chose to plot the variati
in the mean velocity for a given discharge~in regimeA) as a
function of the channel slope for different materials. Bo
experimental data and theoretical curves are reported;
input parameters were not altered. For 1-mm glass be
velocities given by Millset al.’s model are fairly close to
experimental data over the range of slopes and discharge
which regimeA took place. For 0.3-mm glass beads, velo
ties are slightly underestimated while for 2-mm glass bea
they are overestimated by a factor of 2. This may mean
the input parameterb depends on the bead size. In contra
Savage’s model fails to give the correct trend for the veloc
variation with slope over the full range of slopes though
correctly predicts the order of magnitude of velocity for va
ous discharges and materials without adjusting the coe
cient of restitution.

RegimeB was characterized by a discharge equation
the formq}hn(n in the range 0.94–1.14! and a convex lin-
ear velocity profile. The density profile in regimeB is not
very different from the one observed for regimeA. Ancey
4-13
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FIG. 19. Variation of the dimensionless velocity as a function of slope for a given flow rate and various materials. Experimental
represented by squares, circles, and triangles.~a! Mills et al.’s model (b50.0002,w526.5°).~b! Savage’s model (e50.63,w526.5°). The
experimental data were taken from Figs. 9~a!, 11~a!, and 13~a!.
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and Evesque’s model requires two input parameters: the
ternal friction angle, whose value was inferred from triax
tests, and a dimensionless parameterA, whose value was
estimated for each material by adjusting the mean theore
velocity to the experimental data at a given slopeu528°.
For large flow depths, the model provides a linear discha
equation or equivalently a constant mean velocity in agr
ment with the experimental data~see Figs. 8–13!. The de-
pendence of the mean velocity on the channel inclinatio
correctly predicted by this model for fine beads~0.36-mm
and 1-mm glass beads!, as shown in Fig. 15. For 0.36-mm
glass beads in a narrow channel, the experimental curve
ied almost linearly with the channel slope and thus the t
oretical trendU* }Atanu2tanw is not satisfied, as shown i
Fig. 15. The model predicts that the velocity can be split i
two parts: a lower part with a convex~logarithmic! velocity
profile and an upper part, with a concave~exponential! ve-
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locity profile. It can be seen in Fig. 18 that the model sligh
underestimates the reduced velocityu(y)/ul in the upper part
of the velocity profile. Comparing the free-surface velociti
shows that the theoretical valueuth was three times large
than the measured valueuexpt. , while the expected ratio
uexpt. /uth. ~due to sidewall effects! was closer to 2. More-
over, in Fig. 18, the inflection point in the experimental v
locity profile was approximately aty/h'0.8 while the model
located it aty/h'0.93. This implies that the thickness of th
collisional boundary layer at the free surface (d) was also
underestimated by the model. Furthermore, Fig. 17 sho
that the density profile provided by this model was mu
more uniform than the one measured, which first decrea
regularly for 0<y/h<0.8, then decreased rapidly toward
zero for 0.8<y/h<1. This confirms that the collisiona
boundary layer was much thicker than predicted by
model.
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It is interesting to examine the reasons why a friction
collisional regime should have two very different subregim
(A and B). A possible answer may be found by examini
the role played by collisions. The appendix addresses the
collisional regime down an inclined channel. For comparis
with Savage’s frictional-collisional model, the same boun
ary conditions have been used. It is shown that for shal
flows, the flow rateq scales ash5/2 but when the flow depth
is raised to a critical valuehc ~typically hc has few diam-
eters!, the discharge curve is seen to rise to a maximum, t
rapidly decrease to give zero flux at the valuehc . This
means that the flow depth is a nonunique function of the fl
rate~but the branchhm-hc in Fig. 20 is probably unstable!. A
typical example of variation is reported in Fig. 20. The sa
figure superimposes the predictions of Savage’s friction
collisional model. At low flow depths, the two curves coi
cide, but as the flow depth increases, the frictional-collisio
model curve breaks away from that of the full collision
model and goes on rising monotonically. The same beha
was also obtained in the numerical simulations performed
Anderson and Jackson@41# using very different boundary
conditions~smooth bottom! and a slightly different constitu
tive equation. As primarily pointed out by Anderson a
Jackson@41#, introducing a frictional term into the constitu
tive equation can eliminate apparent discrepancies appea
in a full collisional theory at high flow rates, even thoug
bulk stress is mainly generated from collisions. It also ha
physical significance since it is expected that in dense flo
the frictional contribution, whose magnitude is given by t
flowing layer’s own weight, has an increasing role in bu
dynamics as the flow depth increases. Finally, regimeA can
be considered as a frictional-collisional regime, in which c
lisions still play the key role in the bulk stress generati
~whence thehn scaling of the discharge curve, withn close
to 5/2).

It has been experimentally observed that the transition
regimeB is controlled by the Froude number. As is usual
instability of many free-surface gravity-driven flows, th

FIG. 20. Variation of the reduced flow depth as a function of
dimensionless flow rate. The continuous curve represents the
collisional model @Eq. ~A9!# and the dashed curve Savage
frictional-collisional model. The following parameters have be
used:u530°, e50.63,ew50.99,w526.5°, fb50.66. We found:
hc56.09.
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could mean that the transition results from regimeA’s loss of
stability. However, on the one hand, a linear stability analy
made using Millset al.’s equation leads to a critical Froud
number in the form: Frc512 cos1/2u/A57, namely, a slightly
decreasing function of the slope in contrast to experime
observations~see Fig. 16!. On the other hand, the critica
Froude number was not exceeded in our experiments whi
should have if the transition results from a loss of line
stability. Ancey and Evesque have suggested that such a
sition could be governed by the Coulomb number, but
amination of their expression leads to a criterion in the fo
NCo}h/d,10, in disagreement with the experimental da
in Fig. 16. More probably the explanation lies in the ex
tence of two different populations~strong and weak popula
tions as depicted in Fig. 1! in regimeB, leading to profound
changes in the stress generation and distribution. Altho
no complete numerical simulations have so far been p
formed to elucidate this point, partial results have yield
valuable clues. Using a contact dynamics model, Prochn
and co-workers simulated a regime akin to regimeA @8#.
They found that the probability distribution of normal force
was a power function for weak forces and exponential
strong forces; moreover, the cutoff between these two po
lations was only slightly pronounced and the stress distri
tion was fairly uniform within the flowing layer. In contras
using a similar numerical model to investigate a full fri
tional regime, Radjaiet al. obtained a marked separatio
between weak and strong force distributions, leading
strong heterogeneity in stress distribution within the flowi
layer @4#. Thus, in these simulations, the frictional contrib
tion to bulk stress could be either diffuse throughout t
layer or concentrated along force chains. It has been s
gested that the transition from regimeA to B results mainly
from these changes in frictional stress generation.

Most theoretical models have found that the channel
clination must exceed the internal friction anglew for steady
uniform flows to occur. However, we observed steady u
form flows for channel slopes as low as 24° provided that
flow rate was not too high. At higher flow rates, the flo
became unstable and a stationary wedge developed alon
bed. No theoretical explanation has been provided to exp
instability of this kind.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, we have presented experimental invest
tions of dry granular flows down an inclined channel with
rough bottom. The observed flow pattern mainly depend
on the channel inclination. Steady uniform flows, whi
were stable over a fairly wide range of flow rates, were o
served for slopes exceeding the internal friction angle of
flowing material. Two regimes were identified. For shallo
flows, the discharge equation was in the formq}h5/2 and the
velocity profile was approximately linear~regimeA) in ac-
cordance with other experimental observations@27,29,33#. At
high flow rates, the discharge was linear~regime B); the
velocity profile was convex close to the channel bottom a
concave near the free surface. Similar characteristics h
also been observed by certain authors@22–25#. Other param-

ull
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FIG. 21. Comparison of the full collisional model with experimental data.~a! Variation in the dimensionless velocity as a function
slope for a given flow rateq* 542, and 1-mm glass beads. Experimental data are represented by dots.~b! Variation in the dimensionless flow
depth. The continuous curves correspond toe50.85 while the dashed curves were computed usinge50.87. The experimental data wer
taken from Figs. 10~a! and 11~a!.
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eters such as the channel roughness or the particle diam
can affect the flow pattern to a varying extent. Differe
types of instability and transition were also observed. F
channel inclinations lower than the internal friction ang
the flow became rapidly unstable and a stationary we
developed along the bed. The transition from regimeA to B
could be either smooth or abrupt.

This paper has also presented a comparison between
oretical models and our experimental data. Savag
frictional-collisional model as well as Millset al.’s empirical
model provide results that capture the main flow features
we observed for regimeA. This good agreement sugges
that regimeA is a frictional-collisional regime, where th
collisional contribution imparts most of its features to bu
stress. For regimeB, Ancey and Evesque’s model yield sa
isfactory results. According to this model, regimeB differs
from regimeA in that an increasing role is played by fric
tional contacts in bulk dynamics. Furthermore, comparis
with recent numerical simulations~contact dynamics! sug-
gests that the transition from regimeA to B could reflect
substantial changes in particle networks carrying frictio
forces: in regimeA, particle agitation limits the formation o
chains with strong forces throughout the flowing layer. F
regimeB, the stress distribution within the bulk is controlle
by the strong frictional force network while collisions a
concentrated in clusters. Further numerical simulatio
should be performed to specify the way in which the tran
tion from regimeA to B occurs, and notably which criterio
governs the transition.
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APPENDIX

The appendix examines a purely collisional regime do
an inclined channel in order to provide a fully analytic
approximate solution; similar treatments can be found in
papers by Savage@37#, Jenkins@45#, and Anderson and Jack
son@41#. Numerical simulations@46,47# have also been pre
sented, but we do not refer to them here. We use the kin
theory proposed by Jenkins and Savage@38#, whose param-
eters have simple expressions, but as the treatment is ra
general, alternative models may also be used. For kin
theories, the constitutive equation has the following gene
expression:

Scol.
(p) 52~p1mv“•u!112mD, ~A1!

where p, mv , m are respectively the pres
sure, bulk viscosity, and effective shear viscosi
p5rpf 1(f,e)T, m5rpd f2(f,e)AT, Q52rpd f3(f,e)
3AT¹T1rpd f4(f,e)T3/2¹f, «̇5rp /d f5(f,e)T3/2, where
Q denotes the pseudothermal energy flux and«̇ the energy
sink. As usual, we assume thatf 450. In addition to the
momentum equation, the energy balance equation is nee

3

2
r

dT

dt
5tr~Scol.

(p) D!2“•Q2 «̇. ~A2!

We assume that the flow is sufficiently dense for the lo
concentration to be close to its mean valuef̄. In a simple
shear velocity, the velocityu is in the form„0,u(y),0…. Thus
the continuity equation is systematically satisfied. A co
plete and clearly validated formulation of boundary con
tions ~at a solid wall! is still lacking: complicated and
coupled phenomena~such as torque transmission, depletio
propagation of elastic waves through the bumpy bottom s
4-16
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face @48#! certainly affect the energy balance, but the qu
tion of how they interact is quite confused. In most availa
theoretical treatments, the energy balance is deduced
heuristic considerations and thus involves a series of em
cal ~indeterminate! parameters. Here we simply assume th
the energy balance given by Eq.~A2! still holds true, but, in
accordance with studies on the motion of a single part
down a bumpy line@49#, it is thought that inelastic dissipa
tion acts as the main sink for granular temperature. The
fore, as a first approximation, we neglect the influence of
thermal energy flux~Q! in the energy balance equation. F
nally, we obtain:t0ġ05 «̇y50, where the subscript 0 refers t
the wall position (y50). The coefficient of restitution~at the
wall! ew is normally different from the one used in equatio
of motion. In addition, we have to specify the slip velocity
the bottom surface. Generally, this velocity can be infer
from the momentum balance equation~in the vicinity of the
wall!. As a first approximation, since these momentum c
siderations generally lead to a slip velocity expression in
form u0}Rġ0}AT0, we can neglect it in compariso
with the mean flow velocity: u0'0. Concerning the
boundary conditions at the free surface, it is admitted that
stress and gradient of thermal energy flux vanish. In
Jenkins-Savage model, the functionsf i are written as
f i(f,e)5a i f (f,e), with a151, a252(21a0)/(5Ap),
a351/Ap, a450, anda556(12e)/Ap, wherea0 denotes
a parameter accounting for anisotropy in the collisional c
tact distribution (a051/Ap here!. We have also introduced
f (f,e)52(11e)f2g0(f) and Carnahan and Starling’s e
pression for the radial distribution functiong0(f)5(1
2f/2)/(12f)3.

We are looking for a solution to equations of motion
the case of a steady uniform flow down a rough plane. As
normal and shear stresses are given by:t5 r̄g(h2y)sinu

ands52 r̄g(h2y)cosu, we directly deduce the shear rat

ġ5
f 1

f 2

tanu

d
AT. ~A3!

With our assumption of large flow density, it is possible
express the granular temperature asf T5 r̄g(h2y)cosu/rp .
Using this relationship and the proportionality between
normal and shear stresses (t52s tanu), we deduce from
the energy balance equation~A2! that

05frpg~h2y!sinu
f 1

f 2

tanu

d
AT

12
d

dy
rpda3f T

d

dy
AT2

rp

d
a5f T3/2. ~A4!

Introducing the thermal velocityw5AT and substituting
f T by r̄g(h2y)cosu/rp , we obtain

w92
w8

h2y
1Fd22w50 ~A5!
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with F5(a1 tan2u/a22a5)/(2a3). The solution depends on
the sign ofF. For plane inclinations in excess of a critic
value, u.uc5arctanAa1

21a5a2, F is positive. We finduc

5arctanA12(21a0)(12e)/(5p) in the Jenkins-Savage
theory. In this case, we can express the thermal velocity
terms of the Bessel function of the first kind of order 0 (J0),

w~y!5w0

J0„AF~h2y!/d…

J0~AFh/d!
. ~A6!

FIG. 22. Predictions of the full collisional model down an in
clined rough plane.~a! Profile of the dimensionless velocity.~b!
Profile of the dimensionless temperature.~c! Profile of the solid
fraction. Calculations made foru530° andh510d. The continu-
ous curves correspond toe50.8 (F,0) while the dashed curve
were computed fore50.84 (F.0).
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CHRISTOPHE ANCEY PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 011304
Due to the oscillatory nature ofJ0 (J0 can be negative!,
Eq. ~A6! is meaningful provided thatAFh,j0d, wherej0 is
the first root ofJ0 (j0'2.40). ForF,0 the solution can be
written as

w~y!5w0

I 0„AuFu~h2y!/d…

I 0~AuFuh/d!
, ~A7!

where I 0 is the modified Bessel function of th
first kind of order 0. The thermal velocity at the wall
determined by the boundary equation (t0ġ05 «̇y50): w0

5Af̄gh sin2u cos21uf1(f0)f5
21(f0)f2

21(f0). The boundary
conditions at the free surface are systematically satisfied
both solutions. From Eq.~A7!, we directly deduce the veloc
ity after integration:

u5
w0 tanu

q

f 1

f 2

h

d FHS 1

2
;1,

3

2
;2

h2

d2

F

4 D
2

h2y

h
HS 1

2
;1,

3

2
;2

~h2y!2

d2

F

4 D G , ~A8!

where H is the hypergeometric differential function,q
5I 0(AuFuh/d) for F,0 andq5J0(AFh/d) for F.0. An
expansion into a second order series leads tou(y)}y
1o(y3), which indicates that the velocity profile is almo
linear for shallow flows. For thick flows, the velocity profil
u(y) is convex forF.0 and concave forF,0 ~it is linear
for F50). For very large negative values ofF, the velocity
profile exhibits a plug flow: only layers near the bed a
sheared while the upper part of the flow moves as a r
block. Forh/d in excess of about 10, the velocity profile
no longer linear and a nonsheared zone takes place at the
surface. A new integration leads to the discharge equatio
ev

Y.
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q5
w0 tanu

2q

f 1

f 2

h2

d F2HS 1

2
;
3

2
,2;2

F

4

h2

d2D
2HS 1

2
;1,

3

2
;2

F

4

h2

d2D G . ~A9!

For the flow rate to be positive in the caseF,0, the flow
depth must satisfy the conditionAFh,2j1d, wherej1 is the
first root of H (j1'5.57). A series expansion to chief ord
leads to the simplified expression of the mass flow rate v
sus inclination and flow depth:q'tanuAcosuMAgh5/2/d,
where M is a dimensionless parameter, M

5Af̄ f (f̄)/(4a5a2
3). When compared to our experiment

data, the full collisional model provides satisfactory tren
and order of magnitude, as exemplified in Fig. 21. One of
major issues in this model is the great sensitivity of resu
with respect to initial parameters and boundary conditions
Fig. 22, we have reported examples of velocity profile
granular temperature distributions, and solid concentra
profiles for two values of the coefficient of restitution (e
50.8 ande50.84). It clearly appears that significant diffe
ences are caused by minute changes~5%! in the coefficient
of restitution. Fore50.84, the solid concentration profil
decreases strongly towards zero on moving up through
layer, which is inconsistent with the dense flow assumpti
As most flow conditions satisfyingF.0 lead to such pro-
files, the physical meaning of this solution may be qu
tioned. Moreover, the solution associated withF.0 implies
that the flow depth does not exceed a critical valueh,hc
5F21/2j0d. The results are very sensitive to the type
boundary conditions, especially for shallow flows. This
normal since the boundary conditions specify the manne
which energy is put into the flow through the bed. Here, li
Savage@37#, we addressed the case of zero energy flux i
the bed and that is why we obtained analogous results. U
a diffusive process as boundary conditions, Anderson
Jackson@41# and Jenkins@45# found that the flow depth was
independent of the discharge and equal tohc .
der
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